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complete unit, the Object can be used by your computer without pre-arrangement. For a look at these concepts in more detail, I urge you to spend a few minutes on the Web. Go to <http://www.disa.org> (DISA, the Data Interchange Standards Organization), is Secretariat to the U.S. EDI standards development group). Once there, you are given the option to look at some of the committee activity. Select the Strategic Implementation Task Force (SITTF) and take a look at the UN and ISO/IEC documents on file there. AND, if you find yourself thinking that you can help this effort and make it work more appropriately for your organization or community, get involved. Contact BISAC or SISAC at the addresses elsewhere in this article and volunteer. We can use all the help we can get if we’re going to get in right in the next century!!

Back to the Future
from page 85

Innovation Affecting Us
from page 89

Popular report options include: items selected but not yet ordered, recently shipped items, approval plan activity report sorted by fund code. Reports can be created, viewed online and printed or (if too long) attached to emails. For collection development pur-
poses, records display global title histories showing how many customers received the book on approval, compared to customers who received only notification slips for that title.

GOBIlink, used in conjunction with GOBI, can create bibliographic and order records in a local library system from orders entered into GOBI, eliminating the need to re-key item-by-item. Libraries can down-
load data which will trigger encumbrance, order, receipt and payment transactions in the local library system.

For cataloging support, GOBIlink can facilitate the overlay of order-level records with cataloging records directly from YBP or through OCLC PromptCat. GOBI or-
dering screens provide space for libraries to communicate local data to be included in the cataloging fields. YBP is beta-testing shelf-ready materials for libraries with call numbers provided by OCLC via PromptCat. A
Available since January 1996, GOBI continues to evolve and a list of enhancement ideas appear on the Website. A picture of GOBI (bird) and imaginative description also
appears on the Website, adding a sense of humor to the electronic environment.

Back Talk
from page 94

them, causing all sorts of troubles. and yet, it is in the future where our greatest leverage is. We can’t change the past, although if we are smart, we learn from it. ... If we learn to anticipate the future better, we need not fear it. In fact, we can welcome it, embrace it, prepare for its coming, because most of it will be the direct outgrowth of our own efforts.’’ (p. 18).

The proponents of the Yale classical curricular were able to hide behind its historical legitimacy. Are we hiding behind the historical legitimacy of print research? Me?

I am good at attacking digital foolishness: I mouth the “you can’t read a computer in the bathtub or bed” clichés. But do any of us really believe that this steady growth in the amounts spent on electronic resources is going to end or even slow down? Do we really think the generation of kids flocking to the Internet (whose fragile minds I worried about in a previous column) are going to reverse direction? So are we the people shifting the gears from how information is acquired, pro-
cessed, stored and preserved now to how it will be done in the future? Or are we some loose nuts and bolts in the gears trying to stop or slow down the process?
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Back Talk — Gear Shifter or Cogs in the Gears?

by Anthony W. Ferguson <ferguson@columbia.edu> Tel. 212-854-7401

A great little book, that every librarian should read, is Paradigms: The Business of Discovering the Future by Joel Arthur Barker. It is about paradigms or the fundamental rules of how things are done or even what is doable. Barker discusses some of the paradigm shifts that have taken place and talks about paradigm "shifters," that is, the people who move us from one way of thinking and doing to the new way of thinking and doing. I began to wonder the other day if we librarians are the people shifting the gears from how information is acquired, processed, stored and preserved now, to how it will be done in the future? Or are we some loose nuts and bolts in the gears, trying to stop or slow down the process?

Two events led me to these self-deprecating set of doubts. First, I was reading about one of the great events in the history of American higher education: The Yale Report of 1828 which defended the classical curriculum. Second, I attended a meeting of the New York Comprehensive Research Libraries where an education professor and some of his prize students from Columbia University discussed efforts to take the Internet to the suburban schools north of Manhattan, to create digital libraries, and to get teachers to integrate these resources in the curriculum. The Yale report was a successful campaign to turn back the barbarians who wanted to discard the study of Greek and Latin, in favor of an elective system permitting students to study practical things like business, chemistry or even French. The Yale report was written by its president and a number of professors who had a vested interest in keeping things the way they were. Their students "learned, recited and discussed the classics and got a quick overview of the rest of the world's knowledge. The intent was to not only learn Latin and Greek but to internalize the moral and ethical stances discussed in these texts. The intent was to turn out gentlemen who would employ their wealth in behalf of society. The intent was to give each young man a "liberal education." This was the curriculum employed in the education of most of America's early leaders.

Opposing the writers of the Yale Report were those who claimed that the Americans then beginning to settle the West needed more than Greek and Roman philosophy. Some of these reformers were college presidents who attempted to change things at Harvard, Brown and Dartmouth. What they wanted to do was shift the paradigm, to change from the broad-based liberal education system favored at Yale to a system that produced skilled businessmen, engineers and manufacturers. Given the practical nature of most Americans, one might think this would have been a no-brainer. The opponents of the Yale report should have won. Surely everyone would recognize that America's colleges should train surveyors, businessmen, veterinarians and engineers instead of gentlemen who could quote Plato in the original Greek. Wrong! Instead most of the barbarians were shoved back out the gates of higher education for another 75 years.

This is where we librarians come in. Not that we even thought of much in 1828, but by analogy, we seem to be acting a lot like the Yale professors of 1828. We believe in the old ways of doing research to the extent that we marginalize the value of what is out there on the Net. It is fun but not to be relied upon. We do this to justify our current and past courses of action.

The defenders of the classics had to demonstrate their study was legitimate. They had to show that memorizing Greek and Latin texts was practical. Another no-brainer, right? Wrong again! At the time, people believed in the concept of "faculties psychology" — that is, the belief that the brain is like a muscle, the more it is exercised, the stronger it gets. The stronger the brain, that is the stronger the ability to think critically, the more successful the person will be in life. And nothing exercises the brain like memorizing the classics, reciting them, debating them, and discussing them. Anything that difficult and boring must be good for you. So Yale proposed to be (continue to be) a sort of cerebral boot camp where young men were taught to analyze a situation, to determine what the important variables were, to determine the best decision and then communicate the decision using their finely honed rhetorical skills — all done using the Greek and Roman classics as the foundation of their education.

The parents of these budding captains of government and industry wanted their sons to be groomed for success just like the leaders of that day had been trained. The teachers wanted to keep doing what they were doing. So the two forces aligned together and the classical curriculum reigned until it became very evident to everyone that students could exercise their brains studying practical subjects and the professors decided it was more fun studying, researching and teaching their specialties than force feeding the classics. The students replied to all of this in the same way they respond to situations today when they realize they have no choice in the matter, "whatever."

Are we librarians like the Yale professors? Is it ironic that the most wired humanities professors on most campuses are the classicists. Once burned, twice learned? The printed word is how we and most of our patrons learned things, so it is of course how people will continue to learn things. Right or wrong again? In our paradigm, research is done employing sophisticated abstracting and indexing tools, catalogs, books and journals. No matter that the publishing industry is killing the golden goose (libraries), we must defend the print industry in whose coils we are tightly held — to our last gasp. No matter that the bibliographic control systems we invented with devotion and our whole service industry cost triple to quadruple the amount spent on content we acquire, we must defend these rules, regulations and roles to the end.

So where do the education professor and his digital libraries come in? As he and his students spoke about their digital libraries, I was struck by how small a role commercial information played in their scheme of things. Oh, they were going to spend money, I believe he recently got a seven million dollar grant to develop his concept. But his vision or mission of our informational future seemed to employ digital hunters and gatherers instead of librarians. There is all this “free” information out there and they plan to gather it up, develop lesson plans around it, conduct workshops, and otherwise get people to take advantage of all this information. Uh-uh!

As I sat there listening to these digital jacks and jills, I began to wonder if they were the equivalent to the opponents to the Yale Report and I was a Yale classics professor scheming how to repackage my product to make it relevant to the current and future generation. Lest I leave you with the view that all is lost, let me quote briefly from Barker’s book:

"Most people know the future only as a place that is always robbing them of their security, breaking promises, changing the rules on


---

"Do any of us really believe that this steady growth in the amounts spent on electronic resources is going to end or even slow down?"

continued on page 93
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